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, 
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RESEARCH MEMORANDUM , 

INVESTIGATION OF ALTITUDE IGNITION, ACCELERATION, 

AND STEADY -STATE OPERATION WITH SINGLE 

COMBUSTOR OF J47 TURBOJET ENGINE 

By William P. Cook and Helmut F. Butze 

SUMMARY 

An investigation was conducted with a single combustor from a J47 
turbojet engine using weathered aviation gasoline and several spark-plug 
modifications to determine altitude ignition, acceleration, and steady
state operating characteristics. 

Satisfactory ignition was obtained with two modifications of the 
original opposite-polarity spark plug up to and including an altitude 
of 40,00D feet at conditions Simulating equilibrium windmilling of the 
engine at a flight speed of 400 miles per hour. At a simulated altitude 
of 30,000 feet, satisfactory ignition was obtained over a range of simu
lated engine speeds. No significant effect of fuel temperature on igni
tion limits was observed over a range of fuel temperatures from 800 to 
_52 0 F. 

At an altitude of 30,000 feet, the excess temperature rise avail
able for acceleration at low engine speeds was limited by the ability 
of the combustor to produce temperature rise, whereas at high engine 
speeds the maximum allowable turbine-inlet temperature became the re
stricting factor. 

Altitude operational limits increased from about 51,500 feet at 
55 percent of rated engine speed to about 64,500 feet at 85 percent of 
rated speed. Combustion efficiencies varied from 39.0 to 92.6 percent 
over the range investigated and decreased with a decrease in engine 
speed and with an increase in altitudej higher efficiencies would have 
been obtained if lower altitudes had been investigated. Comparisons 
were made of the combustion efficiencies of .,eathered aviation gasoline 
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and MIL-F-5616 fuel at altitudes of 30,000 and 40,000 feet. Combustion 
efficiencies obtained with MIL-F-5616 fuel were 8 percent higher at 
rated engine speed and 14 percent lower at 55 percent of rated speed 
than those obtained with weathered aviation gasoline. 

INTRODUCTION 

Experience has shown that the performance of a turbojet combustor 
is dependent on flight conditions and that poor performance is gener
ally encountered at high altitudes and at low engine speeds. Con
se~uently, a general program to determine the performance characteris
tics of turbojet combustors under various flight conditions is being 
conducted at the NACA Lewis laboratory with a view to establishing 
optimum design criterions. Steady-state characteristics, such as al
titude operational limits, combustion efficiency, and pressure drop, 
of single combustors both of the annular and of the can type have 
been investigated for different designs and for a number of different 
fuels (for example, references 1 to 4). Altitude ignition and acceler
ation are, of course, of great importance for multiengine planes having 
one or more engines temporarily inoperative or for single-engine fight
ers incurring blow-out at high altitudes. A study of the ignition 
characteristics of several fuels in a single can-type combustor is 
presented in reference 5 and a wind-tunnel investigation of altitude 
starting and acceleration characteristics of the J47 engine is reported 
in reference 6. 

In addition to such factors as inertia of the rotating parts and 
decreased air mass flow at altitude, an important factor affecting 
acceleration of a turbojet plane is the temperature rise produced by 
the combustor in excess of that re~uired to maintain the engine at 
steady-state operation for a given flight condition. This excess 
temperature rise available for acceleration is normally limited for 
two reasons: (1) Flame blow-out may occur as the result of over-rich 
fuel-air ratios; or (2) allowable turbine-inlet temperatures may be 
exceeded. 

The investigation reported herein was conducted to determine the 
altitude ignition and acceleration characteristics of a single J47 com
bustor. Additional data were obtained to evaluate the altitude oper
ational limits, combustion efficiency, and total-pressure losses of 
the combustor. Ignition limits were determined at an altitude of 30,000 
feet and at engine rotational speeds below and above e~uilibrium wind
milling speeds for simulated flight speeds of 400 and 354 miles per hour, 
respectively. Additional ignition-limit tests were made over a range of 
altitudes for a simulated flight speed of 400 miles per hour and an en
gine speed e~uivalent to e~uilibrium windmilling speed. Acceleration 
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characteristics were determined at a 30,000-foot simulated altitude over 
a wide range of engine rotational speeds (12.7 - to 88. 6-percent rated 
engine speed) at a simulated flight speed of 400 miles per hour at and 
below equilibrium windmilling speed and 354 miles per hour above equi
librium windmilling speed. All tests, including those for altitude 
operational limit and combustion efficiency, were made with weathered 
aviation gasoline that corresponded to MIL-F-5572, grade 115/145 fuel, 
from which 15 percent of the more volatile constituents had been re
moved to simulate altitude vaporization losses. Limited tests for 
comparisons were made with MIL-F-5616, a kerosene-type fuel that is the 
design fuel for the J47 combustor. . 

APPARATUS 

The installation of the J47 combustor photographically shown in 
figure I followed typical NACA procedure (reference 1). A diagrammatic 
sketch of the complete experimental setup showing the location of con
trol equipment as well as the location of instrumentation planes is 
presented in figure 2. Instead of an electric preheater, a gasoline
fired preheater (reference 4) was used. A detailed cross-sectional 
sketch of the combustor (including inlet and outlet diffusers having 
the same contour and dimensions as the corresponding engine. parts) is 
shown in figure 3. Fuel -was supplied to the combustor by means of a 
duplex-type spray nozzle; the rate of fuel flow was controlled by a 
manual valve located downstream of a calibrated rotameter and a high
pressure pump and separated from the nozzle by approximately 10 feet 
of 3/S-inch outside-diameter tubing. Ignition was effected by means 
of one of three different types of spark plug, a description of which 
follows. 

Plug A. - Two single electrodes of opposite polarity entered from 
diametrically opposed holes in the combustion chamber and formed a 

I 
1/4-inch spark gap at the center line of the combustor, 3[ inches from 

the domed inlet end (fig. 3). This plug, made at the Lewis laboratory 
according to the manufacturer's recommendation, utilized most of the 
machined bodies of production plugs and had special porcelain insula
tors and center electrodes of l/S-inch inside-diameter alloy tubing 
through which was passed cooling air from the combustor-inlet diffuser. 
Plug A -was used for most of the ignition tests and all other tests 
reported herein. 

Plug B. - This plug -was an experimental, opposite -polari ty spark 
plug supplied by the manufacturer. The electrodes, instead of enter
ing from opposite sides of the combustor, were about 1100 apart and 
formed a 1/4-inch gap at the same position as plug A. The cooling air 
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for this plug entered through a 1/2-inch hole in the skirt of the plug; 
the hole was located between the combustor housing and the liner and 
faced upstream. The air entering the plug through this 1/2-inch hole 
then divided, a portion blanketing the exposed porcelain and the re
mainder passing down the hollow center of the electrode tubing 
(0.146-in. O.D.) and thence into the combustion chamber. 

Plug C. - This plug was the ~ame as spark plug B except that the 
1/2-inch air holes in the skirt of the plug were reduced to a 1/4-inch 
diameter. 

A standard ignition coil supplied by the manufacturer was used 
in conjunction with all three spark plugs. 

INSTRUMENTATION 

Air flow and fuel flow to the combustor were metered by a standard 
A.S.M.E. thin-plate orifice and by calibrated rotameters, respectively. 
Temperatures and pressures of the inlet air were measured by two single
junction iron-constantan thermocouples and by three, three-point total
pressure rakes and one static-pressure tap, respectively, located at 
plane A-A (fig. 2) and arranged as shown in figure 4. 

Temperatures of the combustor-exit gases were measured by seven 
banks of five-junction chromel-alumel thermocouple rakes located at 
plane B-B (fig. 2), corresponding approximately to the position of the 
turbine blades in the complete engine. Combustor-exit gas total pres
sures were measured at plane C-C (fig. 2) by seven banks of five-point 
pressure rakes; a wall static-pressure measurement was made at the same 
plane. All total-pressure and temperature probes (fig. 4) were located 
at the centers of ~qual areas, resulting in one pressure and one tem
perature reading for each 0.916 square inch of cross-sectional area. 
Fuel temperatures were measured by a single-junction iron-constantan 
thermocouple in the fuel line immediately ahead of the combustor. 

PROCEDURE 

In order to investigate altitude ignition and acceleration, it 
is necessary to determine the engine operating conditions that would 
be encountered at the sudden opening of inlet-air gates to a parasitic
type engine at a given altitude and flight speed. Transient inlet
air conditions below equilibrium windmilling speed were calculated for 
an altitude of 30,000 feet and a flight speed of 400 -miles per hour 
(using a derivation included in the appendix) and are given in 
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figure 5(a). Combustor operating conditions at equilibrium windmill
ing (2100 rpm or 26.6 percent of rated speed) and for rotational speeds 
between windmilling and rated speed (7900 rpn) were determined from 
previous NACA investigations (reference 7) and are shown in figure 5(b). 

For the ignition tests, inlet-air conditions were adjusted to 
simulate a given flight condition, the spark plug was energized, and 
the fuel flow turned on. Only ignition occurring within 45 seconds 
after the opening of the fuel valve, as indicated by a sudden rise in 
the combustor-outlet temperature, was considered satisfactory. Various 
fuel-flow rates were investigated. Data were taken at various altitudes 
at equilibrium windmilling conditions with fuel temperatures varying 
between 700 and 800 F, (normal test-cell conditions) and with the fuel 
maintained at the temperature of the ambient air at the simulated al
titude. Additional ignition data were taken at an altitude of 30,000 
feet for engine rotational speeds above and below equilibrium wind
milling speed and with a fuel temperature of 700 to 800 F. 

Acceleration tests were conducted by two-methods, a slow-throttle 
and a rapid-throttle advance. For the slow-throttle advance, inlet
air conditions and fuel-flow rate were adjusted to simulate a given 
altitude and rotational speed. Then, with inlet-air conditions held 
constant, the fuel flow was slowly increased until blow-out or exces
sive temperatures (above 17000 F, considered by the manufacturer to 
be the limiting turbine-inlet temperature) were encountered. The dif
ference between the initial combustor-outlet temperature, required to 
maintain steady-state engine operation, and the final outlet tempera
ture was taken as a meas~ of the ability of the combustor to produce 
acceleration. For tests at or below equilibrium windmilling speeds, 
the entire temperature rise across the combustor may be considered to 
be available for producing acceleration. For the rapid-throttle-, 
advance tests, the inlet-air conditions and fuel-flow rates were ad
justed as before; the fuel flow was then increased in 3 seconds to a 
value registered on the rotameter equal to three-fourths of the maximum 
fuel-flow rate obtained with slow-throttle advance. If flame blow-
out did not occur, the procedure was repeated to succeSSively higher 
fuel-flow rates. Cqmbustor-outlet temperatures attained after sta
bilization of combustion were used in the rapid-throttle tests be-
cause of the difficulty in determining with thermocouples the instan
taneous average temperature at the end of the 3-second throttle advance. 

Altitude operational limits and combustion efficiencies at various 
simulated-flight conditions were determined. Inlet-air temperature, 
pressure, and mass flow were set for the particular flight condition 
investigated and the fuel flow adjusted to give the required combustor 
temperature rise. Conditions at which the required temperature rise 
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could not be attained were considered to be in the inol'E!rable range 
of the engine. All data were taken with the spark plug de-energized. 

In o~er to simulate more closely operation at altitude, a limited 
number of tests was repeated with the fuel at altitude ambient-air 
temperature rather than at room temperature. The test fuel used !lur
ing the greatest part of the investigation was weathered aviation gaso
line, corresponding to MIL-F-5572, grade 115/145 fuel, from which 
15 percent of the more volatile constituents had been removed to simu
late altitude vaporization losses. Comparison tests were made with 
MIL-F-5616 fuel, the design fUel for the J47 combustor. Physical data 
for the two fuels are presented in table I. 

Combustor inlet-air and outlet-gas total pressure were also re
corded for the determination of the pressure drop through the combustor. 

Calculations 

Combustion efficiency, as used herein, is arbitrarily defined as 
t he ratio of the increase in enthalpy of the air and combustion products 
to t he heat available in the fuel, and was calculated as described in 
reference B. Thermocouple indications were taken as true values of 
total temperature vith no correction for radiation or stagnation ef
fects. In order to record combustor pressure losses on a dimensionless 
baSiS, the ratio of the pressure loss to a reference dynamic pressure 
was used. The reference dynamic pressure was computed for each ex
perimental condition from the air flow through the combustor, the den
sity at the combustor inlet, and the maximum cross-sectional area of 
the combustor housing. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Ignition 

The results of the ignition tests are shown in figure 6 for the 
J47 ·combustor operating with weathered aviation gasoline (fuel tem
perature 700 to BOO F) and with spark plug A. With inlet-air conditions 
to the combustor Simulating a flight speed of 400 miles per hour and 
the engine windmilling at 26.6 percent of rated speed (the equilibrium 
windmilling speed for this flight speed), ignition was obtained up to 
and including an altitude of 40,000 feet. The time required for igni
tion to occur increased from 3 seconds at 25,000 feet to 15 seconds at 
35,000 feet and to 45 seconds at 40,000 feet. No ignition was obtained 
at 45,000 feet with any fuel -flow applied. The range of fuel flows 
over which ignition occurred decreased sign~ficantly as the altitude 
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increased. At 30,000 feet,a variation of about ±10 percent fram a 
starting fuel-air ratio of approximately 0.015 was possible; whereas 
at 40,000 feet,the allowable variation from this fuel-air ratio was 
less than ±2 percent. 

At a simulated altitude of 30,000 feet and a flight speed of 
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400 miles per hour, satisfactory ignition was obtained with spark plug A 
at windmilling condit ions ranging from 12.7 to 26.6 percent of rated 
engine speed. At this same altitude and a flight speed of 354 miles 
per hour, ignition was satisfactory at steady-state conditions ranging 
from 26.6 to 88.6 percent of rated speed. No difference in results was 
obtained with the fuel at room temperature and with the fuel cooled to 
altitude ambient-air temperature. 

With spark plug B, ignition was obtained only up to and including 
30,000 feet for conditions Simulating equilibrium windmilling at a 
flight speed of 400 miles per hour • With spark plug C, the results 
were the same as with plug A; thus the reduced flow of cooling air to 
the electrodes served to improve the ignition performance of plug C 
over that of plug B. 

Acceleration 

The combustor temperature rise obtained with a slow-throttle ad
vance is shown in figure 7 as a function of fuel-air ratio for various 
windmilling and steady~state operating conditions at an altitude of 
30,000 feet. For the range of speeds investigated, from 15.2 to 63.3 
percent of rated engine speed, the maximum obtainable temperature rise 
is limited by blow-out. 

In order to show more clearly the effect of increasing engine 
speed, values of maximum obtainable temperature rise for both slow-
and rapid-throttle advance at an altitude of 30,000 feet have been plot
ted in figure 8 as a function of engine speed. Maximum-temperature
rise values for the slow-throttle advance were taken from the blow-out 
points shown in figqre 7; values for the rapid-throttle advance were 
obtained from the temperatures attained after stabilization of com
bustion. Rapid-throttle advance, as previously explained, consisted 
of a 3-second advance of the fuel throttle to the maximum opening pos
sible without resultant blow-out. Also shown in figure 8 are the 
temperature rise required for steady-state operation of the engine at 
this altitude and flight speed (as calculated from the curves in 
fig. 5(b» and the maximum allowable temperature rise based on a limit
ing turbine-inlet temperature of 17000 F. 

_J 
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With the ra~id-throttle advance, the maximum obtainable tem~ra
ture rise increased from 8800 F at about 32.S percent of rated s~ed 
to 15000 F at 75 ~rcent of rated speed. Further temperature increases 
at engine speeds above 75 percent of rated speed were ~rohibited by 
excessive combustor-outlet temperatures. With slow-throttle advance, 
at conditions simulating steady-state engine operation at a flight 
speed of 354 miles per hour, the max~ obtainable tem~rature rise 
increased from 10400 F at about 31.S percent of rated speed to 15500 F 
at about 66.S percent of rated speed and again was limited by the ex
cessive combustor-outlet temperatures encountered at the higher engine 
s peeds. At windmilling conditions (26.6 ~rcent of rated engine speed 
and below), the maximum temperature rise that _could be obtained with 
slow-throttle advance decreased from lS900 F at lS.2 percent of rated 
speed to 7200 F at 26.6 percent of rated speed. 

The excess temperature rise available for acceleration, that 
is, the difference between the maximum temperature rise obtainable 
and the temperature rise required for steady-state engine operation, 
is shmm in figure 9 for both slow- and rapid-throttle advance. The 
solid curve with negative slope represents the difference between al
lowable temperature rise (based on a limiting turbine-inlet temperature 
of 17000 F) and the temperature rise required to maintain steady-state 
engine operation. Thus, it is evident that in the low-speed range, 
the excess temperature rise -available for combustion is limited by the 
ability of the combustor to provide temperature rise} whereas at the 
higher engine speeds~the temperature rise available for acceleration 
is limited by the maximum allowable combustor-outlet temperature be
cause the combustor is capable of producing outlet temperatures ex
ceeding 17000 F. The dashed curve in figure 9 shows calculated values 
of excess temperature rise available for acceleration at simulated 
sea-level flight conditions, -again based on a limiting combustor-outlet 
temperature of 17000 F. Low-altitude conditions are favorable for com
bustion, and experience has shown that combustor-outlet temperatures in 
excess of 17000 F can be attained at these conditions. Thus, at sea
level conditions, the temperature rise available for acceleration is 
limited throughout the entire range of engine speeds by the maximum 
allowable turbine-inlet temperature of 17000 F. 

A comparison of the sea-level and the experimental 30,000-foot 
temperature-rise curves of figure 9 shows that, in the low-speed range, 
the excess temperature rise available for acceleration is much greater 
at sea level than at altitude, a factor that contributes toward the 
lower rate of acceleration encountered at altitude. Another im~ortant 
factor, of course, is the decrease in air mass flow rate at high alti
tudes while the inertia of the rotating parts remains constant as was 
~reviou61y mentioned. 
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Altitude Operational Limits 

The altitude operational limits of the J47 combustor operating 
with weathered aviation gasoline at a flight Mach number of 0.52 are 
presented in figure 10. The altitude-limit curve was established by 
interpolation between data points obtained at two simulated altitudes 
5000 feet apart: one at which the required temperature rise was ob
tained and one at which it was not obtainable. The manner of inter
polation was based upon observation of the combustor during the test. 
The determination of the altitude limits was restricted to engine ro
tational speeds between 55 and 85 percent of rate.d speed because at 
the low end of the speed range the required low combustor inlet-air 
temperatures were limited by the laboratory facilities; whereas at the 
high end of the speed range the ability of the thermocouples to with
stand the high combustor-outlet temperatures required was the restrict
ing factor. Figure 10 shows that the altitude operational limits in
creased from 51,500 feet at 55 percent of rated engine speed to 
64,550 feet at 85 percent of rated speed. With the slow-throttle ad
vance used in this phase of the investigation, no flame blow'-out was 
encountered. 

Combustion Efficiency 

Combustion efficiencies obtained with the J47 combustor operated 
at various simulated altitudes and engine speeds with room-temperature 
weathered aviation gasoline are shown in figure 10. The combustion 
efficiencies varied from 39.0 to 92.6 percent at the conditions in
vestigated and followed the general trends typical of gas-turbine 
combustors, decreasing with a decrease in engine speed and with an in
crease in altitude. The constant combustion-e.fficiency lines shCfffi in 
figure 10 were obtained by interpolation between the values of effi
ciency obtained at the test points. Operation of the combustor with 
fuel at altitude ambient-air tem~rature resulted in random variations 
in combustion efficiency of 0 to about 2 percent from those shown in 
figure 10; thus, for the conditions investigated, fuel temperature had 
little effect on combustion efficiency. 

A comparison of the combustion efficiencies obtained with 
MIL-F-5616 fuel, the design fuel for the J47 engine, and with weathered 
aviation gasoline at various engine speeds and at altitudes of 30,000 
and 40,000 feet is shown in figure 11. At both altitudes and at rated 
engine speed, combustion efficiencies obtained with MIL-F-5616 fuel 

9 

were about 8 percent higher than those obtained with weathered aviation 
gasoline; at 55 percent of rated engine speed, however, operation with 
MIL-F-5616 fuel resulted in a decrease of about 14 percent in combustion 
efficiency. 

---------
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Pressure Loss 

The total -pressure loss across the combustor is shovm in figure 12. 
The ratio of the total-pressure loss to a reference dynamic pressure 
~p/qr is plotted against the ratio of the inlet -air density to the 
exhaust -gas density Pl/P2 and a straight -line correlation was obtained. 
Figure 12 indicates that the total - pressure loss ratio increased from 
12.3 to about 16.1 as the density ratio increased from 1 to 2 . 6. 

SUMMARY OF RESULTS 

From an investigation of the ignition, acceleration, and steady
state operational characteristics of a single combustor of a J47 engine 
using weathered aviation gasoline with opposite-polarity spark plugs 
at simulated flight conditions, the following results were obtained: 

1. With combustor inlet -air conditions simulating equilibrium 
windmilling at a flight speed of 400 miles per hour, satisfactory ig
nition was obtained with spark plug A up to and including 40, 000 feet. 
No significant effect of fuel temperature on ignition was observed 
over the range of fuel temperatures investigated. 

2. At a simulated altitude of 30,000 feet , satisfactory ignition 
was obtained with spark plug A over a speed range from 12 . 7 to 26.6 per
cent of rated engine speed, representing windmilling conditions , and 
over a range from 31.8 to 88 . 6 percent of rated speed, representing 
steady-state operation of the combustor . 

3. The altitude ignition limit of the combustor was significantly 
increased by a reduction in the quantity of cooling air supplied through 
the electrodes of the experimental spark plug (plug B) furnished by 
t he manufacturer. 

4. At an altitude of 30,000 feet, the excess temperature rise 
available for acceleration at low engine speeds vTaS limited by the 
ability of the combustor to produce temperature rise, whereas at high 
engine speeds the maximum allowable turbine - inlet temperature was the 
restricting factor. 

5. The altitude operational limits increased from about 51,500 feet 
at 55 percent of rated engine speed to about 64,500 feet at 85 percent 
of rated speed. 

6. The combustion efficiencies varied from 39 .0 to 92.6 percent, 
decreasing with a decrease in engine speed and with an increase in 

.·1 
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altitude. Higher efficiencies would have been obtained if lower al
titudes had been investigated. No significant effect of fuel tempera
ture on combustion efficiency was observed over the range of fuel 
temperature investigated (800 to _52 0 F). 

7. At altitudes of 30,000 and 40,000 feet the combustion effici
encies obtained with MIL-F-5BIB fuel were about 8 percent higher at 
rated engine speed and 14 percent lower at 55 percent of rated speed 
than those obtained with weathered aviation gasoline. 

8. The pressure-loss ratio increased from 12.3 to lB.l when the 
density ratio .. ras raised f rom 1 to 2.B. 

Lewis Flight Propulsion Laboratory, 

mjb 

National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics, 
Cleveland, Obio. 
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APPENDIX - CALCULATION OF COMBUSTOR OPERATING CONDITIONS 

Symbols 

The following symbols are used in the calculations: 

M Mach number 

N engine rotational speed 

P absolute total pressure 

p absolute static pressure 

T absolute total temperature 

t absolute static temperature 

V true flight speed 

Wa mass air flow per unit time through compressor 

1 specific-heat ratio for air 

o total pressure divided by standard sea-level pressure 

e total temperature divided by standard sea-level temperature 

Subscripts: 

o engine inlet (ambient conditions) 

1 compressor inlet 

2 combustor inlet (compressor outlet) 

3 combustor outlet 

YZ} two different engine operating conditions 

S.L. sea level 

--------

N 
o 
I--' 
-.J I 
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Combustor-Inlet Conditions with Engine Windmilling 

In order to obtain combustor operating data at transitory engine 
rotational speeds that would be encountered during the opening of the 
intake gates (closed during nonoperation) of an auxiliary flight turbo
jet installation, corrections were applied to engine equilibrium wind
milling data as shown in the following discussion. 

Air flow. - In general, the mass flow of air through a compressor 
is given by 

where the subscripts y and z represent two different engine oper
ating conditions. It can also be shown that 

(1) 

(2 ) 

If no external heat is added to the air during its passage through the 
engine inlet diffuser, 

Also, as in equation (2) 

If the velocity of the air leaving the diffuser and entering the com
pressor is assumed to be zero (approximate only), 

From the pr~ceding equations, 

( 7-1 2) tl = to 1 + --2-- MO 

(3) 

(4) 

(5) 

( 6) 
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Thus , 

~ _ to , y 

tl z - t 
, O, z 

( 
)'-1 2 \ 

1 + zM0!L1 

(
1 + )'-1 M 2) 

2 O, z 

(7 ) 

If both operating conditions are assumed to be for engine operation at 
the same altitude , 

to Y = to z , , 

and 

( 

),-1 2 ) ~ = 1 + ~ MO,y 
tl z 1 r-l M, 2 , - + 2 .""t), Z 

For an assumed diffuser efficiency of 100 percent, 

P - "P 1 - -0 

Substituting f r om equation (9 ) and assuming the diffusion process is 
isentropic gives 

Substituting equation (4) into equation (10) yields 

or 

(8) 

(9 ) 

(10 ) 

(11 ) 

N 
o 
I-' 
-..J 

---~ 
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Thus 

1 
1-1 

+ 
Pl ,z = PO,z (1 1-1 M 2) 

2 O,Z 

P 1 
(12) 1,y 

(1 1-1 M. 2f-l 
PO,y + 2 O,y 

applying the same assumptions as applied to equation (8) 

Po Z ::: Po , ,y 

and 

r 
1-1 

( 
1-1 2) 

Pl , z = _1_+_:-2;;,.. -_M_O-,1:....Z-...:. __ 

Pl,y 1 
(- -

" ) 

1-1 2 ( )
r-l 

1 + -2- MO,y 

Substituting equations (8) and (13) into equation (1) yields 

1 

~ )

-1 
1 + 7-1 M 2 

Wa z Nz 2 O,Z 
~ ::: Ny 1-+-1----:-1,...-M--2 

2 O,y 

Available operating data included the equilibrium windmilling speeds 

(14) 

of the J47 turbojet engine at various flight speeds and the mass air
flow rate through the engine at equilibrium windmilling speeds from 
1000 to 2100 rpm. Application of these data to equation (14) enabled 
the calculation of mass air flows at a f light speed of 400 miles per 
hour at engine rotational speeds other than the equilibrium windmilling 
speed. 

Inlet pressure. - In addition to equilibrium windmilling speeds at 
various flight speeds, the operating data of the J47 turbojet engine 
also included the combustor - inlet total pressures at various equilibrium 
windmilling speeds. In order to determine combustor-inlet total 
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pressures at rotational speeds encountered during the opening of the 
intake gates (that is, transitory windmilling speeds less than the 
equilibrium vrindmilling speed corresponding to the particular flight 
speed), the data were corrected as subsequentl y shmm. Assumed per
formance data are: 

True 
flight 
speed 

Equilibrium 
\·rinclmilling 
speed 

At the same rotational speed at different fli ght speeds, 

subtracting equation (15) from equation (16) yields 

Assuming that the diffuser efficiency is 100 percent and the velocity 
of the air leaving the diffuser is approximately zero yields , 

( ,-1 2),-1 
Pl = Po = PO 1 + -Z-MO 

By substitution in equation (17), 

or 

(15) 

(16) 

(17) 

(19) 
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Thus, if the combustor-inlet total pressure is known for an equilibrium 
windmilling speed at one flight speed, the inlet total pressur e can be 
calculated for t he same windmilling speed at another fl i ght speed. 

Inlet temperature. - The total temperatures of the a i r at t he 
combustor i nlet f or various engine windmilling speeds at a l tit ude con
ditions were det ermined by addit i on of a small temperature rise (30 to 
200 F) caused by windmilling of the engine (altitude-wind-tunnel r e
search) to the total temperatures of the air at t he compressor i nlet 
(equations (3 ) and (4». 

Combust or-Inlet Conditions for Normal Operation 

Combustor operating condi tions during normal engine operation at 
altitude were obtained by adjusting the data f rom an investigation of 
a complete engi ne operated at a simulated Mach number of 0.52. The 
following values wer e plotted (fi g. 5 (b» agai nst percentage corrected 
rated engine speed: T2/TO' T3/TO' Ware/5, and. P2/5. These values 
were then reduced t o the uncorrected values at the vari ous alt itudes 
by appropriate treatment with 5, 9, or TO' and replotted . A 
working plot of the uncorrected values is not i ncluded in this report. 
Engine-inlet temperature TO is given by equati on (4), and 5 and 
e were determined as 

5 
Po 1.2 PO 
--:;: 
PS.L. PS .L. 

(20) 

y- l 

TO t o(1.2) )' 

e :r-- = t S.L . S .L. 
(21) 
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TABLE I - ANALYSIS OF FUELS USED 

A.S.T .M. distillation MIL-F-5616 MIL-F-5572 
D 86-46, ~ grade 115/145 

r- (vreathered) rl 
0 
CIJ Initial boiling point 312 120 

Percentage evaporated 
10 329 
20 333 
30 338 
40 342 
50 347 210 
60 353 
70 361 
80 373 
90 393 

Final boiling point, 
0]' 446 333 

Reid vapor pressure, 
lb/sq in. 0 4.2 

Specific gravity at 
600 F/600 F 0.791 0.718 

TEL, rol/gal 0 5.32 

H/C 0.164 0.182 

Net heati"ng value, 
Btu/lb 18,670 18,950 

;~ 

.. 



J 
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Fi gure 1. - Single J47 combustor i n test setup . 
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Figure 7. - Concluded. Temperature rise obtainable with vari ous fuel-air ratios i n 
J47 single combustor at conditions simulating altitude of 30,000 feet. Fuel , 
MIL-F-5572, grade 115/145 (weathered). 
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grade 115/145 (weathered); flight Mach number, 0.52. 
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